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Abstract

Public Private Partnership (PPP) employs private sector expertise and skill to provide public goods and services. We examine three community PPP projects to identify critical success factors of the project outcomes. Two conclusions particularly stand out: first, the project must be aligned with both the public and private parties’ business and service plans, and second, appropriate management structures and procedures must be established for obtaining this alignment. The latter effect recognizes the need to implement appropriate project governance practices including management discipline and expertise. We investigate these ideas further and present specific guidelines for PPP project design and implementation.
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1. Introduction

Public Private Partnership (PPP) is considered to be a suitable option for complex capital projects with significant ongoing maintenance requirements. To these partnerships, private companies can offer innovative design, project management skills and risk management expertise. The UK government introduced private finance initiative (PFI), a Public Private Partnership program, in 1992. Since then, it has become a major source of investment in supporting major capital project developments within different government departments and local authorities. For example, U.S. $6.131 (£3.881) billion of PFI investment has been allocated within the school sector, providing support for single schools, as well as grouped and multi-school schemes. Similarly, within the social care sector, U.S. $692 (£438) million of PFI investment has been secured for the development of a range of social services schemes.

PPP contracts commonly require the private agent to take full responsibility for the performance of the asset over a long term, at least for a significant part of its useful life, so that efficiencies arising from long-term investment and asset management could be realized. As Osborne and Gaebler (1993) argue the private sector is better at performing complex technical or economic tasks, innovating and adapting to rapid change, including the ability to forsake unsuccessful enterprises. The policy to involve the private sector in the provision of public services is, however, fraught with a number of difficulties and shortcomings. One major concern is the problem of achieving coordination across functions and organizations in both sets of the contracting parties (Tranfied et al., 2005). There is also the high cost of putting in a PPP proposal as the complexity of getting a wide ranging team of experts can be daunting. Moreover, in some instances private parties may support the building of new facilities, but may not be interested in the upgrading of the existing ones as the profit opportunities are limited. Pollock’s study of a sample of PFI projects shows that some schemes have escalated in both cost and scale so that greater efficiencies have not offset the very high financing costs and the cost of private sector borrowing (Pollock et al., 2000). In some cases, authorities and the government have had to put in extra subsidies and extra services have been contracted, to bridge the gap. These difficulties bring to the fore the challenge of designing and
implementing partnership plans that manages public services more effectively and innovatively. After a brief period of lull, the UK Government has now again made a strong commitment to PPP-designed social and infrastructure projects (HoC PAC, 2011; NAO, 2011). Prior studies have discussed the merits of Public Private Partnerships (Froud and Shaoul, 2001; Pollock et al., 2000; Shaoul, 2005), we in this study employ a novel theoretical and empirical approach to examine the implementation challenges of PPP.

Specifically, we focus on the critical success factors of PPP project outcomes that likely influence the effectiveness of such arrangements (Rockart, 1982). In this respect, our contribution revolves around examining those practices that are required for the successful conclusion of PPP initiatives, and establishing parameters to assist public sector project sponsors in determining the most appropriate project management framework. The paper thus highlights key partnership management issues that need to be addressed in the authorities’ quest to obtain better value for money (VFM). In this respect, the paper goes beyond the concerns of prior research on PPP that mostly investigates the progress made in involving private agents in the provision of public services (Dickinson and Glasby, 2010; Hall, 1998). For example, the design of PPP contracts may involve a number of key decisions in areas such as risk transfer, the provision of incentives for a ‘whole-life’ approach, affordability and project expertise. A careful consideration of these critical success factors is likely to enhance the possibility of PPP solution becoming a viable alternative to traditional methods of service provision. We therefore not only stress the important role that the new partnership arrangements can play in the provision of public services, but also offer evidence concerning the importance of success factors in the implementation of PPP projects. Following Hart (2003) and Besley and Maitreesh (2001), we employ transaction cost approach to theoretically justify the involvement of the private sector.

As part of this theoretical exercise, we then develop a set of critical success factors that discusses how public authorities can enhance the participation of private agents and reduce transaction costs. In this respect, we specifically draw on Smyth and Edkins’ (2007) relationship management approach and Kwak et al.’s (2009) coordination management approach to PPP that emphasise non-hierarchical coordination. Our theoretical framework thus combines two disparate streams of literature (i.e. buyer–supplier and relationship management literatures) to explain the practice of PPP. Subsequently, using a multi-case field research approach, we investigate the application of this approach and draws conclusions for the effective design and implementation of PPP projects.

The paper proceeds as follows. We first briefly survey the literature on Public Private Partnerships and outline the various components of our theoretical framework. In the next section, we discuss our field research strategy and present three PPP project case studies. The final section summarizes our conclusions and indicates areas for future work.

2. A conceptual framework for analysing PPP

A number of reasons have been put forward to involve the private sector in the provision of public services. For example, Rosenau (2000) suggests that PPP exploits the full range of private sector management, commercial and creative skills. However, these explanations lack a theoretical foundation for the involvement of the private sector in public affairs. Hart (2003) argues that Public Private Partnerships can be fruitfully examined in the context of incomplete contracting framework. This framework closely resembles Coase (1937) and Williamson’s (1985) transaction cost explanations of why commercial firms make rather than buy from the market (i.e. buyer–supplier relationships). Transaction cost economics is typically used to help explain the circumstances in which organizations decide to integrate vertically and why some firms will instead enter into alternatives such as spot contracts or long term contracts. Basing his theory on the assumptions of “bounded rationality” and “opportunism”, Williamson points that firms will choose to vertically integrate or abstain from doing so depending on the critical dimensions of the transaction in question. Bounded rationality is defined as human behaviour that is “intendedly rational, but only limitedly so” (Simon, 1960). The implication of bounded rationality is that even if people intend to be rational, they cannot thoroughly evaluate the impacts of their decision-making. It can be extremely arduous or even impossible to recognise all the possible combinations and contingencies of events that an ideal, complete contract should address and composing a contract that covers even a reasonable proportion of these can prove costly. Williamson’s second assumption of opportunism gives a solid backing as to why many transactions require contracts. Williamson describes opportunism as “self-interest seeking with guile” and as making “self-disbelieving statements”. He does not, however, assume that everyone is opportunistic, only that some people may be opportunistic and that those who do display opportunistic behaviour, do so only some of the time.

Whether transaction costs for a particular transaction will be high or low depends on the critical dimensions of that transaction, as mentioned above, and in Williamson’s view, if transaction costs are high, a firm or a public authority will wish for the transaction to take place as an organization exchange rather than a market exchange. The three dimensions of transactions are asset specificity, uncertainty/complexity and frequency. Asset specificity is defined as the degree to which a transaction requires transaction-specific assets. An asset is said to be transaction-specific if the value of its use is much higher in its best use, than in the second best use. Thus asset-specificity is a reason for the existence of transactions taking place within organizations and not in the open market. In brief, asset specificity often creates incentives for the parties involved to engage in opportunistic behaviour, which can be costly to fully take into account when making a contract. The impact of the second critical dimension of a transaction, namely uncertainty/complexity, on transaction costs is less abstruse than that of asset-specificity. Transaction costs can stem from the uncertainty/complexity related to a transaction, because the more complex a
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